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Review of Port and Claussen: Stability of the vegetation–atmosphere system in the
early Eocene climate.

I have been asked to offer a review of this manuscript from a geological data perspec-
tive. I shall therefore not offer many comments on the technicalities of climate and
vegetation modelling, but may offer some suggestions on boundary conditions. The
present manuscript seeks to explore the role of boundary condition vegetation cover
on the climate of the Early Eocene: one experiment with global deserts and a second
with global forests. Ultimately the study concludes that the vegetation is of secondary
importance to the palaeogeography, but that different vegetation boundary conditions
can lead to multiple climate states. Overall this is a pure modelling paper; geologi-
cal time is used as a narrative for a series of sensitivity experiments, but geological
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data is not utilised in any meaningful way and in one instance (grasslands in the Early
Eocene) is actually ignored. Personally, as a non-modeller I was left with a sense of
not seeing the purpose of the paper. It is well understood that vegetation influences cli-
mate through albedo and the hydrological cycle and that changing idealised vegetation
boundary conditions can influence the model outcomes (e.g. Dutton and Barron, 1997;
Notaro and Lui, 2008; Notaro et al., 2008; Knorr et al., 2011). Where the Early Eocene
becomes interesting for these kinds of studies is the role that a variety of global forests
can have on climate and how forest can be sustained at the high-latitudes through po-
lar winters. This brings me to the main point of my review: at the moment this paper is
palaeoclimate modelling for the sake of palaeoclimate modelling. No attempt is made
to relate model findings to the reality of geological, palaeontological or geochemical
data and for these reasons and the two I have elaborated on below I have reached a
recommendation that the paper (and potentially the experiments) need major revisions.
I will give two examples where for me the paper has fallen short in relating model results
to the reality of Early Eocene data:

1) Central Asian desert: The paper concludes that “a desert in central Asia is much
larger in simulations initialised with bare continents”. Is there any evidence for an Early
Eocene desert in Central Asia? This is an interesting point that has a mixed message
in the published literature. Palaeobotanical data indicates a region of mixed forests with
sclerophyllous elements (Collinson and Hooker, 2003), Wang et al. (2010) report on
a flora with a minimum mean annual precipitation of 654 mm, pollen sequences from
central and north-western China point to a subtropical arid vegetation that included
trees (Wang et al., 1990; Utescher and Mosbrugger, 2007) and climate reconstructions
from central China show mean annual precipitation of over 1000 mm for the Early
Eocene (Quan et al., 2012a). What the current version of the manuscript lacks is any
discussion on either previous modelling studies of the Eocene, modelling of the Asian
monsoon in the Eocene (something that has been claimed did not begin until the Early
Miocene: Sun and Wang (2005), though see Quan et al. (2012b) for a Late Eocene
origin) or proxy evidence for any of the model results (I have focussed on China, but
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much is available for North America as well).

2) Eocene grass: Even though it is rightly stated that grass in the Eocene was rare,
and almost certainly restricted to the understory of forest environments (Bouchenak-
Khelladi et al., 2010), the author’s claim that grass behaves like shrubs and ferns in
their vegetation model. My understanding of vegetation modelling is that grass and
shrub PFTs have very different fire dynamic properties, which in the JSBACH model
used, influence the mortality rate of PFTs (Brovkin et al., 2009). Furthermore, there is
no justification provided for the use of C4 grasses, which did not evolve until the Late
Oligocene and did not become widespread until the latest Miocene or Early Pliocene
(Christin et al., 2009; Osbourne and Sack, 2012). Instead the justification is that the
study intends to focus on the biogeophysical processes, but without making the vege-
tation scheme at least meaningfully Eocene the competitiveness built into the JSBACH
model will only allow for the experiments to test the difference between the modern and
the Eocene geographys.

Finally, The paper needs a thorough proof read to ensure that there are no spelling
or grammatical errors and the real ages for the Early Eocene should be used, not the
“about 54 to 52 Ma” currently provided.
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